
Dear Bud, 	
7/305 

You mu at have gotten a good laugh after, perhaps, initial perplexity, when Jim told you that in my field offiaes case DJ has just included. Weld as USA fox' the DO. 
It is not only that crazy, it in that typical - of their earelonsnoss in this litigation I think mostly 	thoy are before the fink Smith and know he'll tolerate anything and rubberatsep everything. It is the useful potadial of this that I write you about. I believe we had a brief disouasion of this when you were here, but sinoe then there have been additional davologaoats. 
There is absolutely no doubt that I have them firmly nailed on fraud and min-representation and no reasonable doubt that I have them nailed also on perjury, and on relatively narrow ielnUen. I mean, by thin to distinguish it from the identical situation in the case itaolf Wanes I am referring to only their cola-blot in getting a judgement aapinst me based on their fraudulatt and false representations about ailed they called "discovery." 
Alile he still repreetartad me Park 'mynah avead uith my interpretation and approach and, in fact, was going to do it Mama:. Bamever, regardless of any other roasone, and I tank thdae do exist, he had already bean in the Case much longer tan be boa agreed. And before any of this new stuff he had agreed that their misconduct ought be actionable and said that while he could not handle it he'd be glad to help. 
Jin has CO3i0 of neernjthing I've done oaaapt what ti' is correctina no4 ao i can Sax make capita and file it and he'll have that when he zeta beak. I expect to mail tomoarow. It will not take lose to tend this stuff, beainaina perhaps wita tae last, and their Opponition to which it roaponda, which Jim has already. Py ortainal notion ought not take a half hour to road. It is a little Ungar. 
If this can get any attention mall good can result. It is because the ?3I and AT have ample reason to aseame that there will be no attention that they dare pull this dirty stuff. 

I've also done the obvious, to OPR, which is allent, and I'm doing the not so obvioas and makina foamal complaint t- the u5A- i.e., wad! pu, told him that he has to get lomeone eine who is is partial beaaaaa of the paraonal and officio involve--meats, too. This aspect is real can biting dog. Dirty dog at that. 
It does not require much work of a reporter and I'm hoping that you will find time to get one of your friends in the prom interested. There is no prospect at the lams or laast, witch have had copies of ell. 
meanwhile, the future will brim; what it brings. I do not expect anything favor-able from Smith and I suppose that Ifni go up on appeal and that uhat will follow will then be determined. I believe that with the solidity of the fact SONO kind of ouccess may not be impossible; and fraud, perjury and misraaresentation are serious charges. 

I an aware that I can tale a new action and in what I'm ablaut to fila I make a broad hint that I k may do this in a different juriadiction. Where I liva, whioh would eliminate the DC appeals court. Them the case would be a faand cases, under Male 60(b). own nonlawyer's view is that the stuff is solid enough to soak in addition money damagee, and I wish it weft possible for me to go see ffirschkep becauao, if he hasn't changed raiically, he could got interest and have some fun. 
So, I hope you can find to sea for youraalf and then will try to interest some of your reporter friends. 

Bo t: 


